[Exposing the rabbit cerebellopontine angle through post-sigmoid sinus approach and recording the direct compound action potential of the auditory nerve].
To study the way of exposing the rabbit cerebellopontine angle through post-sigmoid sinus approach and recording the direct compound action potential of the auditory nerve, and to investigate the stability of DCAP N1 wave latency. Fifteen New Zealand rabbits which had normal Preyer's auricle reflex were selected. Each one was studied in the left ear. After anaesthetized,the cerebellopontine angle of rabbits were exposed through post-sigmoid sinus approach under aseptic status,then the needle-shaped pole were inserted into the facial-acoustic nerve complex. The DCAP was recorded at the immediateness, 2 h and 5 h after the insertino sequentially. At last, DCAP N1 wave latencies of 15 rabbits were statisticed and analyzed using paired-samples t-test. To the 15 sides, the distinct curves with well differentiated waves were induced in the all three times. No significant difference in any N1 wave latency had been found among the 3 times. The rabbit cerebellopontine angle could be exposed and the direct compound action potential of the auditory nerve could be recorded successfully by the way studied in this experiment. In normal state, the individual value of DCAP N1 wave latency is stable. During the process of surgery in which the cerebellopontine angle has been exposed, the DCAP N1 wave latency is a practical index for monitoring of hearing impairment.